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Watanabe Daisuke

Watanabe Daisuke is a NPC controlled by GM Matthew who appears in the 69th Para-Military Squad plot.

Watanabe Daisuke

Species: Jiyuuian
Gender: Male

Organization: Foreign Service
Occupation: Logistics Specialist

Rank: E3, Hauptlegionaer
Current Placement: 69th Para-Military Squad

Character Description

A lanky man of 5'8“ in height, Daisuke is quite muscular because of his time on abwehr. The Jiyuuian
refugee has spiky, green hair with in military regulation length and ice-blue eyes.

Daisuke is a rather laid back individual and hardly ever raises his tone of voice to anyone. He seems to
delight in cracking jokes during serious situations, but has a strong sense of protectiveness towards his
adopted nation.
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History and Relationship Notes

To be Created Later

Skill Areas

Communications: Fluent in Abwehran, Yamataian, and Trade. He can also use basic
communications equipment.
Domestic: Daisuke is a pretty mean cook when it comes to Yamataian-style cuisine, which maybe a
bit to 'light' for Abwehran tastes.
Fighting: Daisuke is capable of using Rifles, Pistols, and Knives. While he knows basic hand-to-hand
combat, he isn't particularly good at it.
Knowledge(Law): Formerly a Lawyer in the UOC, Daisuke is quite knowledgeable about
Yamataian/UOC laws and is currently learning more of Abwehran law.
Maintenance and Repair: As part of his training, Daisuke is capable of basic repair and
maintenance upon powered armor and weaponry used by the Abwehran Star Empire's military
forces.
Mathematics: Daisuke has knowledge of algebra, trigonometry, and finance.
Technology Operations: Is capable of using any computer system from the Abwehran Star Empire
and the former United Outer Colonies.

Inventory

Items go here

OOC Notes

This page was originally created on 2013/02/02 10:54 by Abwehran Commander.
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